DRIVING DIRECTIONS

GUESTS STAYING AT OLD MISSION FROM HWY 101 (HEADING NORTH OR SOUTH)

Exit at Mission St.

Right onto Mission (from South) • Left under Hwy onto Mission (from North)

Sat on Mission (past State St.) to Garden St.

Left onto Garden

Drive straight on Garden passing thru 4-way stop sign at Los Olivos St. (...do not turn).

On Garden, you come to Pueblo Street, which goes through (marked by sign) only on the left

Look to your right. At about the same place, a driveway to your right flanked by two pillars is marked 2300 Garden St.

Turn right into the driveway at 2300 Garden.

At the top of the paved driveway, turn right onto a narrower driveway leading into parking lot.

Park.

Walk through is between two buildings. Brown and White signs read “Mission Renewal Center.”

Check in at office, or follow signs.
Directions to Friars Lounge: Old Mission

- 2300 N Garden St.
- Pueblo
- Garden St.
- Los Alisos St.
- Laguna

Drop off point

Friars Lounge

Parking

St. Mission Square